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The name Matthew means ______ of God. Matthew is also
called ________, which describes his ________ life.
The Bible points out 4 important facts concerning Matthew.
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1. His _____________. Matt 9:9, Mark 2:13-14, Luke 5:27

1. His _____________. Matt 9:9, Mark 2:13-14, Luke 5:27

Matthew was a Jew hired by the ________ government to collect
_______ from fellow Jews.
Like many today, Matthew measured
success by how much _________ he had.
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2. His __________. Matthew 9:9, Mark 2:14
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Matthew had been working for the ________, now he was called
to serve the King of Kings.
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A. The __________ of Salvation.
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C. The __________ of Salvation.
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3. His _______________. Matthew 9:10-13, Mark 2:15-17
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Matthew gave a ________ in his home for publicans and sinners
and invited _________ as honored guest.
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4. His _______________.

4. His _______________.

Though we have no record of Matthew’s _________ words, we
do have record of his ___________ words. The Gospel of Matthew was
written to prove that Jesus was the ___________.
A 5th century church historian says Matthew became a
missionary to ___________ and was martyred. His remains are said to
have been buried in ___________.
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